Your benefits at a glance:

- High efficiency thanks to an attractive cost/ performance ratio
- Well-proven MBO components for constant quality and long lifetime
- Simple construction for optimal operability
- Simple machine controller MS
- Low maintenance

Bearing guarantee time saving in perfection. The plug trimming and punch perforation, strip trimming, edge ring, perforating and cutting of the folding unit allows savings.

The rear slitter shaft at the exit of the efficiency series.

B 26/B 30 Efficiency

Unlimited in variability and efficiency.

Subject to errors, misprints and technical modifications.
Best cost/performance ratio.

Proven MBO technology.

Standard equipment and options

As Efficiency models, the B 26 and B 30 present themselves efficiently and with good quality results – perfect for standard production.

With additional or alternative equipment features, the quality, performance and process stability of your buckle folding machine may be further extended.

VIVAS extension: As an alternative to the conventional suction wheel/ball rail version, the VIVAS instead and alignment system with its high conveying power ensures smooth infeed and motion.

Double stream device: Greater output, greater efficiency and greater savings – that’s the bottom line with the double stream extension.

The buckle folding machines B 26 Efficiency and B 30 Efficiency are perfectly suited for processing standard jobs. But standard products need to be processed in good quality, too. The B 26 Efficiency and B 30 Efficiency optimally meet this requirement since, with the high-quality and reliable MBO features like spiral foldrollers or belt drive, it combines efficiency and quality in one machine. Another advantage: the design of the B 26 Efficiency and B 30 Efficiency ensures easy and safe operation, even without computer knowledge.

The B 26 and B 30 belong to the Efficiency Series. It is the solution for high (standard) print runs and easy changeover – ideally suited for enterprises processing jobs with more or less identical folding types.

Equipment:
- Spiral foldrollers with standard PU roller coating
- MS Control
- Continuous feeder
- Sheet alignment via ball rail
- Anti-static lattice-type alignment table
- 4 NIRO buckle plates with swinging deflectors
- Through slot stops in buckle 1
- Stainless sifter shafts, quick exchange thanks to plug bearings
- Scoring, perforating and cutting devices for standard operations
- Electromechanical stopper switch
- Mobile stream delivery A 76

Alternative/additional equipment:
- Pile feeder with feeder head VACUSTAR
- FP 76/6S palletised feeder with VACULIFT III and pile lowering device FLS (only for B 30)
- MC Control (only for B 30)
- VIVAS
- Extension to 8 NIRO buckle plates
- COMBIPLATE combination buckle plates
- Gatefold plates
- Glue fold device
- Double stream device
- Noise insulation
- Strip trimming device
- Edge trimming device
- Multiple perforating device
- Punch perforating device
- Various peripheral units
- Various delivery systems
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